
 

 

 
20-R05 Course description 

Name of the course 
Explosive civil application and blasting methods (7 ECTS) 
- teachers: Sućeska, M.; Dobrilović, M.; Bohanek, V.; Škrlec, V. 

Goals of the course 

- demonstrate theory of shock waves formation and the Renkine-Hugoniot 
conservation equations 

- demonstrate principles, development and application and the CJ and the ZND 
models of ideal detonation, reaction zone structure and parameters, and 
isentropic expansion of detonation products 

- demonstrate the causes of the non-ideal detonation behavior, theoretical 
models for describing the non-ideal detonation, and application of 
thermochemical computer codes for theoretical calculation of detonation 
parameters 

- demonstrate influence of detonation parameters of explosives on effects of 
explosion on surrounding medium 

- examine fracture rock theories and analysis calculation methods of blasting 
parameters 

- examine rock fragmentation prediction models and analyze specific blasting 
calculation methods 

-  of advanced initiation systems and explosives 
- associate performance properties of advance explosives and effects on 

blasting medium  
- identify methods of assessment and protection against the adverse effects of 

blasting 
- identify test methods for explosives 

Expected learning outcomes 
(level 8.2) 

- classify and present types and application of explosive processes 
- associate basic assumption of different explosive theories (1 ECTS) 
- associate theoretical assumptions with explosive process application (1 ECTS) 
- predict explosive materials behavior according to composition and reaction 
conditions (1 ECTS) 
- propose explosive testing methods (1 ECTS) 
- develop blasting methods in special condition (1 ECTS) 
- predict fragmentation of blasted rock (1 ECTS) 
- develop of environmental protection methodology (1 ECTS) 
 

Outlines /module content 

Review of basic terms of energetic materials; explosive chemical reaction, 
detonation, combustion, deflagration.  
Shock waves; description of shock waves, shock waves model, shock waves 
formation mechanism, Renkine-Hugoniot jump conservation equations.  
Detonation; physical model of detonation, the CJ and ZND ideal detonation 
models; detonation wave conservation equations, detonation parameters and 
detonation wave structure. Ideal detonation theory deviations (aberrations) 
Deviation from the ideal detonation model. The Wood-Kirkwood model of non-
ideal detonation. Equations of state of detonation products. The CJ parameters 
and isentropic expansion of detonation products. Detonation properties of 
standard explosives, effect of charge density and diameter on the detonation 
velocity. Energy of detonation products. Effects of shock wave. Blasting and 
brisance capacity of an explosive, metal plate acceleration and the Gurney model. 
Application of the energy of explosives.   
Numerical modelling of explosives and propellants, performance of explosives and 
propellants, initiation and propagation of detonation. Modeling of effects of the 
detonation.  



Theoretical principles and examples of civil application of explosives energy for 
metal welding, hardening, deformation, cutting, powder compaction, polymorphic 
transformation in materials. 
Test methods for explosives. Explosive energy transition from a borehole to the 
surrounding. Rock fragmentation and blasting theories. Bench blasting by long and 
short boreholes, fragmentation physics, free surface. Custom and computed 
approach to the blasting parameters calculations. Underground chambers blasting 
methods. One free surface fragmentation mechanism. Cuts, types, modal testing. 
Contour blasting, charge design, initiation. Short bench blasting, trench blasting, 
underwater blasting, special blasting methods.  
Adverse effects of blasting on the environment and a way of reducing the impact. 
Seismic effects of blasting, blast waves and noise, flyrock. Optimization and design 
of blasting projects. Application of advanced initiation systems, explosives and 
blasting methods, blasting dynamics simulation and rock fragmentation prediction.  
 

Forms of teaching (and the 
allocation of ECTS) 

Course consists of lectures (2 ECTS), exercises and consultations (2 ECTS) and 
individual research project, laboratory and field researches (3 ECTS) 

Evaluation procedures of the 
PhD candidates 

Oral exam and project assignment - seminar  
Students are obliged to complete and solve project assignment, that is a seminar, 
and present it in front of colleagues and professors. Oral exam consists of set of 
questions from teaching materials.  

 

 

 

 


